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See General Information for Relay Sockets and Assemblies Certified for Canada - Component

**SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES S A, DBA TELEMECANIQUE**  
8001 Knightdale Blvd  
Knightdale, NC 27545 USA

**Relay sockets, Model(s)**  
RPZF1, RPZF2, RPZF3, RPZF4, RUZC2M, RUZC3M, RUZSC2M, RUZSF3M, RUZX3M, RXZE2M114, RXZE2M114M, RXZE2S108M, RXZE2S111M, RXZE2S114M

**Relay sockets and assemblies, Model(s)**  
RGZ E1S35M, RGZ E1S48M, RSLZRA1, RSLZRA2, RSLZRA3, RSLZRA4, RSLZVA1, RSLZVA2, RSLZVA3, RSLZVA4, RXZE2S114S, SSLZRA1, SSLZRA2, SSLZRA3, SSLZRA4, SSLZVA1, SSLZVA2, SSLZVA3, SSLZVA4

Marking: Company name or trademark, model designation and the Recognized Component Mark for Canada,
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The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL's Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Certified and covered under UL's Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.
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